Ultrasound-guided midline catheter insertion in a quarantined COVID-19 head trauma patient
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A midline catheter offers various benefits as compared to both a central venous catheter and a peripheral intravenous catheter. A 55-year-old man with COVID-19 was transferred to our center for treatment of head trauma. He required long-term intravenous therapy, but peripheral insertion catheter introduction was too difficult. Instead, a midline catheter was inserted under ultrasonography guidance in the special environment such as isolated intensive care unit which had limited space and transfer to other place due to contagious disease.
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Introduction

The central venous catheter (CVC) has been used for the specific indication of total parenteral nutrition, special medications which require CVC, and the introduction of high concentration electrolytes, for example. In addition, they are preferred for the purpose of alleviating the patient's discomfort and pain for numerous needle insertions during medium- to long-term intravenous therapy (1). However, they should be used cautiously, understanding the risk of the potentially fatal complications such as systemic infection, pneumothorax, and central venous thrombosis. A midline catheter (MC), recently introduced to Korea, is an intravenous catheter that is inserted through an upper arm vein under ultrasonography guidance. We can consider insertion of MC which has similar role to a peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC), that can replace CVC with reducing the risk of complications if there is no mandatory indication of CVC (2). The authors report their experience of insertion the MC to the isolated patient with head trauma who was diagnosed with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in intensive care unit (ICU).

Case presentation

A 55-year-old man diagnosed with COVID-19 was transferred to our trauma center after a fall from his bed, suffering a skull fracture, a subdural hematoma, a traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage, and a large hemorrhagic contusion on his left frontal lobe. He was treated in a special ICU for COVID-19 patients. His peripheral veins did not permit insertion of the peripheral intravenous (PIV) line, despite multiple attempts, all unsuccessful. Although he was fine adjusted for continuous tubal feeding for his daily nutritional needs, he still required IV lines for medi...
cations. Although we could have inserted a PICC or CVC, as would be common, we decided to use the MC, having been recently introduced to our country and offering several benefits.

The process of insertion:
- Level D personal protection equipment was applied. A maximal sterile barrier was applied because there was a possibility of contamination because level D could not adhere to the body (Fig. 1).
- 8 cm of 18 gage catheter made by PowerGlide Pro™ (MC, Bard Access Systems, Inc., 605 North 5600 West, Salt Lake City, Utah USA 84116) was provided (Fig. 2).
- Lidocaine was injected for regional anesthesia, and tourniquet was not applied.
- After an ultrasound-guided puncture was made in left basilic vein with MC, the guidewire in the hand piece was simply pushed and the hand piece was removed.

- The plug with handle was removed and checked venous blood out.

Total time for the procedure, excluding draping, was 3 minutes and 40 seconds, using a single puncture; there were no complications such as hematoma or venous rupture.

Discussion

The MC is usually inserted between 1.5 inches above and below the antecubital fossa into the basilic, cephalic or brachial vein. The tip of the catheter is placed at approximately the axilla, so that its position allows for further hemodilution of medication, decreasing any associated phlebitis, infiltration and discomfort (2). This catheter can remain in situ for up to 28 days without complications, and it can endure the osmolarity <600 mOsm, pH of 5-9 of an infusion solution or blood products. It also provides a path for contrast introduction for computed tomography due to its high flow tolerability (3,4).

Except in certain mandatory indications for CVC (e.g., TPN, CaCl), MC reduces complications such as local infection, thrombosis, central line-associated bloodstream infection, pneumothorax, and life-threatening hemorrhage. Additionally, MC use can be almost free from CVC-specific complications such as failure to place the catheter, arterial puncture, subcutaneous hemorrhage, hemothorax and cardiac arrest (5,6).

MC also can be compared to PIV, offering better results with regard to such complications as catheter infection, thrombosis, infiltration, dislodgement, and thrombophlebitis. Additionally, some studies reported much lower failure rates for the first insertion attempt (PIV:MC, 26%:3.2%)(7,8).

For cases using PICC, the patient needs to transfer to an angiography facility or at the bedside in a large enough room and with sufficient personnel to handle the long guidewire. Both are difficult situations to arrange in an isolated environment for contagious diseases. MC can be inserted with minimal manpower in a limited space versus PICC usage(Fig. 1).

With the aforementioned benefits, the indications for MC insertion are prolonged intravenous infusion and laboratory drawn, and difficult venous access requiring multiple attempts at peripheral intravenous line placement which also can apply to trauma patient. In situations...
involving isolated or quarantined patients, such as those with COVID-19, who may have limited access to certain facilities for examinations and procedures, MC usage can provide an opportunity for a bedside procedure with minimal manpower and space, increasing CVC free day while decreasing the potential for various complications of CVC (5,9).
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